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AnalyzeSpectra v10.7 contains five hooks to run/open an external application or script upon each new spectra to process, new radial, new elliptical, new/update wave and done with spectra.

These hooks are an advance feature. In order to use these hooks, you should have some basic understanding of command line scripting like Bash, Perl, or other.

These hooks are external apps/scripts (or aliases to the app/script) and must be located in /Codar/SeaSonde/Users/Scripts/ and be named one of the following:
	ProcessingSpectra
	NewRadial
	NewElliptical
	NewWave
	ProcessedSpectra
The name must be exact and not have any filename extension. Beware that the Finder can be configured to not show filename extensions.

If scripts, they must have execution rights. In a Terminal window the commands:
	cd /Codar/SeaSonde/Users/Scripts 
	chmod 755 ProcessingSpectra
	chmod 755 NewRadial
	chmod 755 NewElliptical
	chmod 755 NewWave
	chmod 755 ProcessedSpectra
will ensure execution rights. A 'ls -al' command should show similar to following starting with  '-rwx' for each script.
	-rwxr-xr-x@ 1 codar  admin  1241 Jan 15 16:19 NewElliptical

Each hook is only run if it exists in /Codar/SeaSonde/Users/Scripts/. So to disable a hook, rename it or move it out of the folder.

The hooks can be an application or any OS X supported script or alias to one. In the folder /Codar/SeaSonde/Users/Scripts/ ExampleAnalyzeSpectraCallScripts are example Bash scripts containing notes for each hook. These examples will echo the filename to the AnalyzeSpectra window and tell the appropriate SeaSonde Viewer application to open the file. In Release 6, we don't normally do these do this automatic open, because a real-time update in SeaDiplay application makes it very difficult for a user to use SeaDisplay for viewing other files.

Each tool/script is passed the new file as a POSIX path as the first command argument. Unless the application or tool expects this, you will need to use a script to call the target application with the method it expects. The SeaSonde Viewer applications will all open a file from an AppleScript command. This is achieved in the example scripts by using the command line tool osascript.

Command line arguments for each hook.
	ProcessingSpectra	<SpectraFile>
		<SpectraFile> is full POSIX style path to cross spectra being processed.
	NewRadial <RadialFile> <Pattern> <Type>
		<RadialFile> is full POSIX style path to Radial vector created.
		<Pattern> is "Ideal" for ideal or "Meas" for measured atenna pattern.
		<Type> is "Short" for short-time Radials from single spectra if enabled or "Final" for final merged Radial output.
	NewElliptical <EllipticalFile> <Pattern> <Type>
		<EllipticalFile> is full POSIX style path to Elliptical vector created.
		<Pattern> is "Ideal" for ideal or "Meas" for measured atenna pattern.
		<Type> is "Short" for short-time Ellipticals from single spectra if enabled or "Final" for final merged Elliptical output.
	NewWave <WaveFile> <PrevWaveFile>
		<WaveFile> is full POSIX style path to Wave Model file created or updated.
		<PrevWaveFile> is full POSIX style path to previous monthly Wave Model file. The reason for this is that you might want to plot data that crosses a monthly boundry. WaveDisplay application will display both if told to open both.
	ProcessingSpectra	<SpectraFile>
		<SpectraFile> is full POSIX style path to the cross spectra after it's been  updated with processed first order lines and moved to the ProcessedSpectra folder.


The hooks are called from AnalyzeSpectra using Bash background call
This happens asynchronously, such that AnalyzeSpectra does not wait for the hook to complete. Note, if your hook script takes longer to complete than the next spectra processed, there will be multiple instances of your script running for each new $file. If your hook, takes a long time and/or require exclusive use of a resource (like networking); it might be better served to broken into to parts where the hook just adds the file to a queue and a always running server like script/app does the extended sequence with singular access to hardware resources.

Note that any output to stdout will typically end up in AnalyzeSpectra window unless redirected elsewhere.







